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Abst rac t - -We study the application of moving mesh methods to a one-dimensional (time depen- 
dent) detonator delay element problem. We consider moving mesh methods based on the equidistri- 
bution principle derived by Huang et al. [1]. Adaptive mesh methods have been widely used recently 
to solve time dependent partial differential equations having large solution gradients. Significant im- 
provements in accuracy and efficiency are achieved by adapting the nodes (mesh points) so that they 
are concentrated about areas of large solution variations. Each system of equations for the moving 
mesh methods is solved in conjunction with the detonator problem. In this paper, the system of 
ordinary differential equations that results (after discretlsing in space) is solved using the double pre- 
cision version of the stiff ordinary differential equation solver DASSL. The numerical results clearly 
demonstrate that the moving mesh methods are capable of tracking the deflagration wave as it travels 
down the detonator delay element more accurately and more efficiently than a fixed mesh method. 
(~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Mov ing  mesh methods, Parabolic partial differential equations, Detonator delay el- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the study of adaptive mesh methods applied to a mathematical 
model of a thin flame propagating in a detonator delay element. A typical electrical detonator is 
as shown in Figure 1 [2]. The detonator isplaced in an explosive. 
cerium fuse~ad, delay element, outer casing. 
initiating composition 
plug. \ aluminium wal l .~ and base charge. 
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Figure 1. A cross-section through a detonator delay element. 
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The cerium fuse is fired electrically producing hot particles and gas which are incident upon the 
end of the delay element. A deflagration wave is thus initiated at the fuse end which propagates 
along the delay element with a typical speed of 3 mm/s until it reaches an initiating composition 
at the charge end. The deflagration wave is then converted to a detonation wave which travels 
with a speed of several hundred metres per second. Thus, the factor which determines the 
delay time is the propagation of the flame in the delay element. The cylindrical delay element 
contains an antimony/potassium permanganate (Sb/KMnO4) pyrotechnic whose decomposition 
temperature is T* = 506K. Thus, for this pyrotechnic there is negligible reaction until the 
temperature aches T*. We solve a mathematical model of this type of detonator using adaptive 
mesh methods. 
In general, heat conduction problems are modelled by parabolic partial differential equations. 
Adaptive mesh methods have been widely used of late to solve time dependent partial differential 
equations (PDEs) having large solution gradients, such as shock waves, boundary layers, and 
contact surfaces (for example, see [3]). It has been demonstrated that significant improvements 
in accuracy and efficiency may be achieved by adapting the nodes (mesh points) so that they 
are concentrated about areas of large solution variations. One way to do this is to make use of 
a mesh equation (that involves node speeds) to move a mesh having a fixed number of nodes. 
The mesh equation and the original partial differential equation are solved simultaneously for the 
physical solution and the mesh. 
1.1. The  Genera l  Mathemat ica l  Mode l  for the Detonator  Delay E lement  P rob lem 
We assume the model is axisymmetric so that all the variables depend only on the axial 
coordinate z, radial coordinate r, and time t. The cylinder of pyrotechnic has length L and 
radius hi and is encased in a metal cylinder of radius h2. We take z = 0 to be the fuse end, so 
that the flame travels in the positive z direction. In the absence of gas production, the equation 
governing the temperature T(z, r, t) of the pyrotechnic is
OT Om 
= DpV2T - AT~d , (1) 
Ot 
where 
02T 02T 10T  
V2T = -fffiz 2 + ~ + -r --'Or 
Here Dp is the thermal diffusivity of the pyrotechnic and ATad is the adiabatic temperature ise, 
a measure of the heat produced in the reaction. Dp and ATad are known constants depending 
on the pyrotechnic. The quantity m(z,r,t),  where 0 _< m _< 1, is a progress parameter which 
describes the proportion of the reactant which is left at time t. Initially, m = 1 everywhere. 
Following Norgrove et al. [4,5], we assume that the reaction rate is 
~m - R(T)m 2/3, (2) 
Ot 
where { R(T)= Roexp E , forT_>T*,  
0, for T < T*. 
Here, R0 is called the pre-exponential constant, E is the activation energy, and Rg is the gas 
constant. The values of Ro and E are dependent on the chemical properties of the pyrotechnic. 
Equations (1) and (2) are valid inside the pyrotechnic olumn, that is for r < hi. 
We assume that the heat loss to the surrounding explosive is controlled by heat conduction. 
Then for r _> h2, 
0___¢_¢ = DcV2~b ' (3) 
Ot 
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where ~b(z, r, t) is the temperature outside the detonator and De is the thermal diffusivity of the 
external explosive. 
We denote the wall temperature by ¢(z, r, t). In general the wall temperature satisfies the heat 
conduction equation 
0__¢¢ = DwV2¢. (4) 
0t 
In this particular problem, the wall is made of aluminum and is a good conductor of heat compared 
to the pyrotechnic. This means that heat can conduct across the metal wall of thickness h2 - hi 
very rapidly and consequently we can assume that the temperature is a constant across the wall 
so that ¢ = ¢(z, t) only. This was justified in [2]. 
With this assumption, the energy equation for the wall is given by 
0¢ D~, 02¢ kp hlDw OT r=hl ke h2Dw cq~b r=h2 
0-7 = b-Yz~ - 2 k~ (~- -~1 ~) or + 2 k~ (~ --~D or ' (5) 
where D~ is the thermal diffusivity of the wall, kw, ke, and kp are the thermal conductivities 
of the wall, external explosive, and the pyrotechnic, respectively. The second term on the right- 
hand side is proportional to the heat flux per unit area to the wall from the pyrotechnic, and the 
third term is proportional to the heat flux per unit area from the wall into the external explosive 
Equation (5) can be derived formally by multiplying equation (4) by rpvocw, where Dw = k.w/p~,c,,: 
and Pw, cw are the density and specific heat of the wall, respectively. We then integrate across 
the wall from r = hi to r = h2 using the condition that the heat flux is continuous at r =: h i  
and r = h2. 
The initial conditions are 
T=To,  ¢=T0,  ¢=T0,  re=l ,  a t t=0,  
everywhere in the system, where To is the constant ambient emperature. 
The initiating conditions at the fuse end are given by 
f 1300K, fo r0<t<150ms,  
T(O,r,t) l 800K, for 150ms < t < 300ms, 
and 
(6) 
(7) 
OT (O,r,t) = 0, for t > 300ms. (8/ 
(~Z - -  ' 
Equations (7) and (8) model the initiation process described by Beck [6], and discussed in [7]. 
The temperature is continuous at r = hi and r = h2 and ¢ must tend to the ambient emper- 
ature at large radial distance. Thus, 
Also, we require 
and 
T = ¢, at r = hi, (9) 
¢ = ¢, at r = h2, (10) 
~0 --+ T0, as r --, oo. (11) 
OT 
Oz O, at z L, (12) 
o¢ 
0-7 = 0, at  z = 0, L. (13)  
In our computations, we take To to be 293K. The inner and outer radii of the delay element. 
hi and h2, are taken to be 1.7ram and 3.2ram, respectively, in this model. A table containing 
the values of all the other constants for the model used in our programs is given in the Appendix. 
The values are taken from [2], and were originally obtained from [8] and from ICI experimental 
data. 
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1.2. The  One-D imens iona l  Detonator  Delay E lement  P rob lem 
We consider the one-dimensional problem in which the metal wall is insulated so that there 
is only an axial variation in temperature and no radial heat flow. This problem consists of 
equations (1), (2), (6)-(S), and (12). Thus, equation (1) simplifies to 
OT 02T Om (14) 
0---~ = Dv ~ - ATad Ot ' 
~m where ~ is as given by (2). 
Since the moving mesh methods available in the literature were derived by first considering 
the idea of equidistributing the mesh points within the interval 0 _< z _< 1, we rescale the 
one-dimensional detonator delay element problem before applying a moving mesh method to it. 
Scaled one-dimensional detonator delay element prob lem 
We apply the transformation 
z e [0, L] --* x e [0, 1], (15) 
where for the detonator problem, L = 0.022. Then from (15) we have the change of variable 
Z 
x = L '  (16) 
On substituting (16) into (14) and using the chain rule, we obtain 
L20T 02T Om 
-~ = Dv ~ - n2ATad --~, (17) 
which we use. 
Notat ion  
The flame temperature T/ is defined as the temperature on the axis r = 0 at the furthest 
point in the z direction at which m has reached the value zero. The flame position z = z/(t), 
which is the position of the reaction front, is defined to be the location on r = 0 at which 
m = 1/2. We locate zl(t ) by linear interpolation between the mesh points which bound the 
location where m = 1/2. 
2. MOVING MESH METHODS 
Adaptive mesh methods are often applied to time-dependent partial differential equations with 
large solution gradients. These methods can be roughly divided into two categories, static and 
dynamic. Static methods involve the redistribution of the mesh points, the possible addition of 
new mesh points, and interpolation of dependent variables from the old mesh simultaneously [1]. 
For dynamic moving mesh methods, a mesh equation which involves mesh point (or node) speeds 
is used to move a mesh having a fixed number of nodes so that the nodes concentrate in regions of 
rapid variations of the solution. When employing a moving mesh method, the mesh equation and 
the original partial differential equation are, in general, solved simultaneously for the physical 
solution and the mesh, and unlike for static methods, interpolation of dependent variables from 
the old mesh to the new mesh is not necessary. 
In the following section, we consider moving mesh methods (in one dimension) based on the 
equidistribution principle (EP) derived by Huang et al. [1]. 
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2.1. The Equidistribution Principle 
The equidist~ibution principle, introduced by deBoor [9], is based upon the idea that if some 
measure of the solution error is available, then a good choice for a mesh would be one in which 
the contributions of the error over the subintervals are equalized (or "distributed equally"). In 
practice, most strategies find a good choice for a mesh by only approximately equidistributing 
with respect o a so-called monitor function. The equidistribution principle idea has been one of 
the most important concepts in the development ofmoving mesh methods. In fact, several moving 
mesh methods have been developed, and almost all are based on an equidistribution principle. 
The moving finite element method can be linked to some equidistribution principles when it 
is applied to parabolic partial differential equations [10]. Adjerid and Flaherty [11] introcluc(, 
an error estimate to handle mesh movement based on an equidistribution principle. In [12 15], 
several methods based directly on equidistribution principles are developed. 
Since all the moving mesh methods considered here are related to the equidistribution principle, 
we first give a mathematical description as detailed in [1]. Let x and ~ denote the physical and 
computational coordinates, respectively, assumed without loss of generality to be over the unit 
interval [0, 1] in real space. A one-to-one coordinate transformation between these domains is 
denoted by 
z = x(~, t ) ,  ( c [o, 1], x(O,t)  = o, x (1 , t )  = 1, 1~) 
where t denotes time. Following 
o/  
fx -  Ox 
af  
" ---- ~X 
[1], we employ the following notation: 
f t  - 
o f _  
0~- -  
¢=_ 
--  - -  t fixed 
of  
Ot 
Of x 
Ot fixed 
Of  tfixed = ~_f t 0X 
fixed 0--~ t fixed ' 
df 
dt 
Of Of 
t fixed xOg_[ ~ fixed Of • fi×ed - Ot  ~xed = 0--~ + -g-( 
(19) 
where 
./,£1 O(t) = M (~, t) d37 (22) 
for an arbitrary function f(x, t) = f(x(~, t), t). For a given uniform mesh on the computational 
domain 
i 
~i = - ,  i = 0, 1 , . . . ,n ,  (20) 
n 
where n is a positive integer, the corresponding mesh in x is {Xo, x l , . . . ,  Xn}. For an arbitrary 
function f defined on this computational mesh, let us denote fi = f(~i, t). Mathematically. the 
goal of finding mesh functions {xi(t)}'~=o, r moving meshes 
l-I: {0 -- z0 < Zl(t) <- - -  <: Zn-l(t) < Zn = 1}, 
which are equidistributing for all values of t is achieved by satisfying 
/0 ~(~'t) M(~, t) d~ = ~O(t), (21) 
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and M(x, t) is a chosen positive monitor function that provides ome measure of computational 
error in the solution of the underlying partial differential equation. For instance, a commonly 
used monitor function is the arclength monitor defined by 
2, 
M = 1 + \Oz]  
where u is a solution of a given partial differential equation. (The choice of monitor function 
will be discussed in Section 2.4 below.) Expression (21) is the one-dimensional equidistribution 
principle in its integral form [16]. 
Henceforth, a continuous moving mesh equation will be referred to as a moving mesh partial 
differential equation (MMPDE). 
2.2. Moving Mesh Partial Differential Equations (MMPDEs) 
In [1,15], several moving mesh partial differential equations (MMPDEs) based on the equidis- 
tribution principle were derived. In [1], equation (21) is differentiated with respect o ~ once and 
then again to obtain differential forms of the equidistribution principle, 
M(x(~, t), t) ~ x(~, t) = O(t) (23) 
and 
0 {M(x(~,t),t)Ox} 0--~ ~-~ = O. (24) 
Note that equidistribution principles (21), (23), and (24) do not contain the node speed x(~, t). 
These are often called quasi-static equidistribution principles (QSEPs). Several MMPDEs related 
to the QSEPs (23) and (24) are derived in [1,15]. Huang et al. [1] differentiated (23) with respect 
to t to obtain 
OM Ox __0 (Mx) + - -  - O(t), (25) 
o~ ot o~ 
and dividing by -~ and using (19) and (23), they obtained 
OM MO(t) 
(M/c) -4- - -  - - -  (26) 
Ox Ot 0 ' 
which is essentially a conservative form of an MMPDE obtained by Ren and Russell [15]. 
Since the function O(t) appearing in (25) and (26) is not convenient for computation, we can 
eliminate O(t) by differentiating the time derivative of (21) twice with respect o ( to obtain 
d-t M =0 (27) 
and 
,i OM ~c =- -~ -~ , 
or by differentiating (25) once (with respect o ~) to obtain 
(28) 
02 O (OMOx) (29) 
O~'--7(Mx)=-~-'~ -~ '~ - 
It is often desirable to derive an MMPDE in such a way that the deviation of the computed 
mesh from the equidistribution mesh plays a role. We can require that the mesh satisfies the 
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QSEP condition at time t + r, where (0 < 7 << 1), instead of at time t (see [1]). Thus, from (24), 
this implies that the mesh satisfies 
0 { M(x(~'t+7)'t+7) 0 } ~ x(~, t + ~-) = o, 
where r is the relaxation time for the mesh to satisfy the QSEP. On using the expansions 
0 0 0 
o-~ ~(~' t + 7) = 5~ ~(~' t) + ~ ~ ~(~, t) + o (~), 
M(x(~, t + 7), t + r) = M(x(~, t), t) + Tic ~ M(x((, t), t) 
0 
+ 7 0-t M(x({, t), t) + O (r ')) 
in (30) and dropping higher-order terms, we obtain the MMPDE 
0 (0__~) 0 (0~)  0 (OM 0~) 1 0 (0~)  
~ M +~-~ :/: =-~-~ ~- y r~ M , 
which can be written as 
d { 0 ( Ox)} 1 0 (MOX ~ 
d5 N M N - -; 0~ \ 0~/ 
or  
02 0 (OM 0_~) 1 0 (0~)  
Note that unlike (28), (32) contains the additional term 
( 0¢;) 
r O~ M , 
(30) 
(31~ 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
0--~ M - T OX (37) 
in place of (34) and (32), respectively. 
In recent years, some work has been done in computing the node speed 5:. For example. 
Anderson [18] computed the node speed by the formula 
2,- 1 0 (M OX'~ (38) 
where r satisfies 0 < r << 1 and acts to relax the mesh to an equidistributed state and ± is the 
derivative of x with respect o time t. 
O( 2 (M~:)-  r-O~ M~ ',36) 
and 
and this term measures how closely the mesh x({,t) satisfies the QSEP [17]. The term ~ is 
often difficult to compute and is less important for (32) than for (28) since, when x(~, t) is not 
equidistributed, (32) moves the mesh towards equidistribution even when M(x, t) is independent 
of t. Thus, in principle it would be reasonable to drop the term ~-~ o M, or to drop both ox e, 37 N M 
and d: o~ M, in (32). This yields 
~35) 
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Adjerid and Flaherty [11] determined the node speed by 
Xi+I -- Xi = - -A (Wi  - W)  , (39)  
where A is a positive parameter usually chosen as 1/~-, 
Xi+l  
Wi = M (Yc, t) dY~ .~ Mi+l/2(xi+l - x~) (40) 
J a~i 
is a truncation error indicator between grid points over the range (xi, Xi+l), M~+1/2 = (1/2) (Mi + 
M~+I), and W is the arithmetic average of the Wi values defined by 
w=Wl+W:+...+wn 
n 
where n is the number of error measures. We note that the composite midpoint rule approxima- 
tion (40) can be interpreted as a discrete form of 
Ox (41) W=M o- ~ 
(see [1]). Replacing i by i - 1 in (39) and subtracting from (39), W may be eliminated, giving us 
xi+l - 2~ + xi-1 = -A(Wi - Wi-1). (42) 
If we let ~k = 1/1- and make use of (41), then equation (42) can be regarded as a centered finite 
difference scheme of the moving mesh equation 
02x_  1 0 M-~ (43) 
0~ 2 ~ 0~ " 
Term (35) serves as a source of mesh movement and can also be regarded as a mechanism to pull 
the mesh back towards equidistribution. 
Replacing ~- by ~ in the expression (37), where ? is defined by 
0x 
_ = _ o~ (44)  1 1 - 2 ~-~, 
T o~ 
yields the MMPDE 
0-~0 (0~)  ~',0 (0~)  ~=--T0"--~  1 0 (0_~)  M -2~-~ M M . (45) 
a~ 
Equation (45) corresponds to the discrete mesh equation used in the method of Dorfi and 
Drury [19]. 
2.3. Temporal  and Spatial Smoothing of a Mesh 
Moving mesh methods based on the differentiation f (21) are known to be unstable and mesh 
smoothing is often necessary in order to obtain nonoscillatory, reasonably accurate solutions I20]. 
Smoothing may be used in both temporal and spatial variables. 
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Tempora l  smooth ing  
The parameter 7-prevents the mesh movement from adjusting immediately to the new monitor 
values. Instead, the use of T forces the mesh to adjust over a time interval of length T from 
old to new monitor values; that is, T acts as a delay factor for mesh movement. This approach 
prevents temporal oscillations during the time integration, and hence, produces a smoother mesh 
trajectory for x(~,t). These oscillations are typical for meshes generated via numerical spatial 
equidistribution techniques [21]. The oscillations can cause difficulty in the iterative solution of 
the nonlinear equations that arise in the implicit time integration with a stiff solver [1]. 
Increasing T tOO much results in a grid that lags behind any propagating wave. In theory, a 
nonmoving mesh could occur for sufficiently large % while for sufficiently small ~-, equations (37), 
(38), (43), and (45) will become dominated by the QSEP term, the resulting differential algebraic 
equations become stiff, and temporal oscillations may result [1]. 
Spat ia l  mesh  smooth ing  
Dorfi and Drury [19] use a smoothing technique which smooths the node concentration. They 
define the node concentration by n~ = 1/(xi+l - xi). Verwer et al. [22] prove that smoothing the 
node concentration is equivalent to smoothing the monitor function over all points. In particular, 
if there ~x~ts a positive constant 7 such that 
7 ni-1 1 +7 
- -  < < - - ,  (46) 
l+ 'y  n~ 7 
then the mesh is said to be locally quasiuniform; that is, the mesh changes moothly in space. 
If the mesh is generated using a finite difference approximation of the equidistribution principle, 
then it can be shown that (xi -x i -1)Mi-1 = (Xi+l -x i )Mi ,  where Mi represents he semidiscrete 
monitor function value at the midpoint of the i TM subinterval [xi, xi+l!. Hence, 
hi--1 /~i-1 
n i M i  + l 
and the local quasiuniformity condition (46) is equivalent to requiring that 
__  M~-I I+V 7 < < - -  (47) 
1+7 ~ 3/ 
If (47) is not satisfied, then a nonsmooth mesh will be generated. In order to obtain values of a 
smoothed monitor function M from M which will satisfy (47), we follow Huang et al. [20] who 
define values of the smoothed monitor function ,~/at mesh points by the averaging procedure 
l i+p 
E (Mk) 2 (7 / (1  + 
/17/~ = k=i-p (48) 
i+p 
E 
k=i -p  
where M is the nonsmooth monitor function, 7 is a positive constant called the smoothing pa- 
rameter, and p is a positive integer which is often referred to as the smoothing index. In (48) the 
summations are understood to contain only those elements .that are well defined, that is, elements 
with indices in the range between zero and n. According to Huang et al. [20], the effect of the 
choice of 7 is fairly insensitive and V can generally be fixed. In this paper, 7 = 4. The value of p 
determines the amount of smoothing (averaging). For example, when p = 0 we obtain 
= = 
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Thus, the nonsmooth case corresponds to p = 0. The linearisation of discretised mesh equations 
gives rise to a (3 + 2p) block-diagonal gebraic system where the dimensions of the system depend 
on the number of underlying PDEs. Thus, p = 1 (the three-point average) results in a five-block 
diagonal system. 
We note that as p increases, the smoothness of the mesh increases. On the other hand, the 
(Jacobian) matrices to be inverted in the Newton iteration become more dense as the value of p 
is increased. While it is not easy to determine an optimal value for p, p = 1, 2, or 3 are usually 
used in MMPDEs [20]. 
Spatial smoothing can also use artificial diffusion for smoothing M; that is, we use the smooth 
monitor function M* which satisfies 
1 02M * 
M* - -  - M, (49) 
A2 0~2 
(see [23]). For example, replacing M by M* in (37) and using (49), it can be shown that 
where 
NPTS - 1 
= ~ >o (51) 
V~+I)  
is the diffusion parameter, NPTS is the number of spatial mesh points, and the boundary condi- 
tions are 
02x 02x (1, t) = 0. (o, t)= 
In order to avoid a breakdown of moving mesh methods, it is necessary that the nodes do not 
cross. No node-crossing occurs for moving mesh method (37), (50) if ~ x(~, t) > 0 for all t > 0 
(see [23]). (We note that the discrete analogue of this is Xi+l(t) - x~(t) > 0, for all t > 0.) 
In Table 1, we present a summary of the MMPDEs we apply to the detonator delay element 
model in the following sections. Throughout this paper, any smoothed MMPDE will be denoted 
by sMMPDE. We shall often refer to the moving mesh partial differential equations imply as 
moving mesh methods. 
Table 1. Summary of the moving mesh partial differential equations (MMPDEs). 
MMPDE Defined by Equation 
MMPDE4 (37) 
MMPDE5 (38) 
MMPDE6 (43) 
MMPDE7 (45) 
sMMPDE4 (50) 
Huang et al. [1] use a low-order three-point centered finite difference method in space to give 
the discrete approximations of MMPDEs 4-7 on the uniform computational mesh (20). The 
approximations are given, respectively, by 
M~+I + Mi 
2(i/n)~ (~+i - ~)  
M~ + M~- i 
2(1/n) 2 (~i - x~-l) - 
1 
i i+  1 -~- Mz i i  -~- i i -1  
20/n)~ (~,+1 - ~) 2(1/n)2 (~ - ~_1)  - 2E~ x,÷~+~ -- x~-~-~ - 
E~ 
- - - - ,  (52) 
T 
E, 
- - - - ,  (53)  
T 
E, 
- - - - ,  (54)  
T 
E~ 
, (55) 
T 
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0 (TLCOx~ where E~ is the discrete approximation of N~... N j  at ~ = ~i and is given by 
Mi+l + Mi Mi + Mi-1 
E i -  2(1/n) 2 (x i+l -x i )  2(l/n) 2 (x i -x i -1 ) .  (56) 
2.4. Choos ing  a Mon i to r  Funct ion  
In this section, we consider the choice of a monitor function that controls the movement ot 
the mesh points. We use a monitor function to place many mesh points where the spatial 
truncation error is large. The reduction of the truncation error can be achieved by choosing a 
monitor function which includes ome measurement of truncation error. This suggests that using 
the higher derivative (curvature) monitor function [24] reduces the truncation error. However, 
lower-order derivative functions uch as the arclength monitor are often used since higher-order 
derivatives can be subject to computational noise. An arclength monitor function for the one- 
dimensional detonator problem is given by 
~l(x,t) = 1 + -~x + -~x ' (57) 
where T and m are the temperature and the progress parameter, espectively. A study of the 
relative merits of an arclength monitor function and the curvature monitor function is made by 
Blom and Verwer [24], who find that the curvature monitor function is less efficient than the 
arclength monitor function. This is frequently the case when the solution changes rapidly. With 
all these considerations in mind and the intuitive belief that errors will be large where gradi,nts 
are large, we shall therefore use the arclength monitor function (57). 
In the following section, numerical results are presented for the moving mesh methods listed 
in Table 1 and a fixed mesh method. 
3. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
In this section, we shall present numerical results for a fixed mesh method and moving mesh 
methods applied to the one-dimensional detonator delay element problem. We use the calling 
program MOVCOL (developed by Huang and Russell [25]). 
Each system of equations for the moving mesh methods is solved in conjunction with the 
detonator problem. MOVCOL uses a cell-averaging cubic Hermite collocation discretization 
for the physical PDEs and a three-point finite difference discretization for the MMPDEs. The 
resulting system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is solved using the double precision 
version of the stiff ODE solver DASSL [26]. The time integration method (in DASSL) is the family 
of backward ifferentiation formulas (BDF), wherein an approximate Jacobian is computed by 
DASSL using finite differences. 
The norm which DASSL uses in error estimation is a weighted root mean square norm, given 
by 
llvll-- ~q ,=~ \~.,/ , (5~) 
where we take 
rtol~ly~l + atol~ 
wti = max(atoli, rtolz)' (59) 
wti denotes the ith component of the vector of weights wt, rtol~ and atol~ are, respectively, 
relative and absolute error tolerances (on local error) which the user provides to indicate the 
required accuracy, and neq is the number of differential equations to be solved by DASSL. The 
choice of weights wt is determined by the type of error test in use and by the scale of the solution 
components of the detonator delay element problem. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of mesh points for the detonator problem: T-profile and 
m-profile at t = 2.5s; sMMPDE4. 
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By making use of the error weight vector (59), we can solve successfully the detonator problem. 
in conjunction with sMMPDE4, using DASSL with the choices 7 = 0.9 and p = 2. However. 
sMMPDE4 fails to solve the detonator problem when T is chosen such that 0 < v << 1. We 
find that  of those MMPDEs listed in Table 1, this is the only one that works for the solution 
of the detonator problem. Varying T and p does not make the unsmoothed MMPDEs solve the 
detonator problem successfully. The cause of failure with these (unsmoothed) MMPDEs will be 
discussed in Section 3.2. 
3.1. Resu l ts  and  D iscuss ion  
In this section, graphs which i l lustrate the numerical results obtained for the one-dimensional 
detonator problem when using sMMPDE4 and a fixed mesh method are presented. Following 
Clements [2], we give results for t = 2.5 s, 5.0 s, 7.5 s. The plots presented here for sMMPDE4 were 
obtained using DASSL with the choices T = 0.9, p = 2, ato4 = atol = 10 -4, rtol~ = rtol -- 10 -~ 
(for all i), NPTS = 81, and ~/= 4, where NPTS is the number of spatial mesh points and ? was 
introduced in equation (48). The reference solution was taken to be the solution obtained by 
using the fixed mesh method with NPTS = 201, atol = 10 -4, and rtol = 10 -5. We have observed 
that taking smaller values of atol and rtol did not make much difference in the values of the flame 
temperature. 
Naturally, we need a fine mesh over the flame region, and a coarser mesh in all other regions of 
the spatial domain. From Figures 2-4, we note that sMMPDE4 concentrates mesh points in large 
solution gradient regions, especially over the flame region. We also note that,  for the detonator 
problem, sMMPDE4 concentrates more mesh points at sharp corners of the solution curves fbr 
both the T- and m-profiles. We observe that at t = 2.5 s (Figure 2) the m-profile for sMMPI)E4 
shows a very high concentration of mesh points near the fuse end although the solution gradie~t 
(for m) is very low. This is due to the large gradient in the T-profile at this time. 
Since sMMPDE4 has the capabil ity of moving the mesh points to regions where they are most 
needed, we expect this method to be more accurate (in tracking the flame in the pyrotechnic) 
than a fixed mesh method with the same number of mesh points. Indeed, from Figures 8-10 we 
note that sMMPDE4 (for the same number of mesh points) is more accurate than the fixed mesh 
method. In particular, for all the times considered, the graphical results indicate that the flame 
front for the fixed mesh method with the same number of mesh points as sMMPDE4 is ahead of 
its actual position, whereas the T- and m-profiles for sMMPDE4 are in excellent agreement with 
the reference solution. 
When using nonadaptive finite difference methods for solving the one-dimensional detonator 
problem, Clements [2] obtained the flame positions 6.7 mm, 13.5 mm, and 20.4 mm at the times 
t = 2.5s, t = 5.0s, and t = 7.5s, respectively. She also observed that  the flame temperature T/ 
attains a constant value of 1960 K, once the reaction has become established. In Tables 2-6. we 
report the following: 
zf 
© 
NTS 
JAC 
NRES 
ETF  
CFN 
: flame position; 
: flame temperature; 
: the number of t ime steps taken; 
: the number of Jacobian evaluations; 
: the number of ODE residual evaluations 
: the number of error test failures; 
: the number of convergence test failures (in Newton iterations). 
The statistics for the reference solution are shown in Table 2. In Tables 3-6, we present he 
statistics for the one-dimensional detonator problem using the fixed mesh method and sMMPDE4. 
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Table 2. 1-D 
NPTS = 201, 
Time 
2.5s 
5.0s 
7.5s 
8.0s 
Table 3. 1-D 
Method 
sMMPDE4 
Fixed Mesh 
Table 4. 1-D 
Method 
sMMPDE4 
Fixed Mesh 
T. BASEBI AND R. M. THOMAS 
detonator problem: reference solution; fixed mesh method with 
atol-- 10 -4 , and rtol-- 10 -5 . 
zf 
6.71 
13.64 
20.57 
22.00 
Tf NTS 
1959.50 1450 
1960.23 3245 
1959.88 5030 
2252.09 5324 
JAC NRES ETF CFN 
2056 3866 19 668 
4663 8703 19 1537 
7257 13504 21 2400 
7571 14281 22 2536 
detonator problem: sMMPDE4 and fixed mesh method at t = 2.5 s. 
NPTS zf Tf NTS JAC NRES ETF 
81 6.76 1961.57 651 708 1690 23 
71 6.77 1960.63 389 301 908 22 
61 6.74 1959.78 529 564 1349 25 
51 6.73 1963.27 467 446 1119 23 
41 6.77 1955.28 389 331 910 19 
81 6.86 1972.40 365 352 878 18 
71 6.91 1966.28 379 385 933 22 
61 6.97 1963.71 339 306 783 25 
51 6.60 1967.47 268 188 626 30 
41 6.60 2031.37 254 134 515 36 
detonator problem: sMMPDE4 and fixed mesh 
NPTS z I 
81 13.62 
71 13.66 
61 13.62 
51 13.65 
41 13.61 
81 14.025 
71 14.14 
61 13.93 
51 14.08 
41 13.75 
T I NTS JAC 
1960.98 863 848 
1960.44 548 386 
1960.88 684 669 
1960.72 594 520 
1958.00 525 432 
1952.87 739 735 
1948.36 746 789 
1938.40 660 600 
1966.63 558 413 
1993.32 43 867 
CFN 
197 
62 
151 
121 
82 
95 
103 
73 
36 
13 
method ar t  = 5.0s. 
NRES ETF CFN 
2190 34 227 
1249 29 79 
1715 30 176 
1413 29 133 
1241 22 106 
1853 30 213 
1918 30 228 
1585 41 158 
1303 49 98 
57 16 19 
At t = 2.5 s (Table 3) and t = 5.0 s (Table 4), we note that  
• for the  number  of spat ia l  mesh points  considered,  sMMPDE4 is more  accurate than  the 
fixed mesh method  in determin ing  the  f lame posit ion and the  f lame temperature .  
At t -- 7.5 s (Table 5), we note that  
• sMMPDE4 is more efficient han  the  fixed mesh method  when NPTS = 81, 71, 61, and 
• sMMPDE4 is more accurate than  the fixed mesh method  in determin ing  the values of 
both  the  flame posit ion and the flame temperature .  
At  t = 8.0s (Table 6), we note that  
• sMMPDE4 is more efficient han  the  fixed mesh method  when NPTS = 81, 71, 61, and 
• for both  sMMPDE4 and the  fixed mesh method ,  the  values of the f lame temperature  are 
greater  than  the value of Tf (= 1960 K) calculated by C lements  [2]; that  is, the f lame tem- 
perature  is very large as the flame approaches the in i t iat ing compos i t ion  of the detonator  
delay element.  
Moving Mesh Methods 
Table 5. 1-D detonator problem: sMMPDE4 and fixed mesh method at t = 7.5 s. 
Method 
sMMPDE4 
Fixed Mesh 
NPTS z/ T/ NTS JAC NRES ETF CFN 
81 20.49 1965.16 968 919 2436 38 242 
71 20.52 1958.53 810 666 1862 31 167 
61 20.50 1968.04 817 768 2012 33 203 
51 20.53 1964.84 822 758 1972 34 207 
41 20.49 1972.57 683 533 1577 28 132 
81 21.18 1966.10 1122 1143 2845 36 355 
71 21.06 1951.63 1035 1049 2658 45 303 
61 21.27 1982.86 961 864 2355 64 231 
51 21.12 1957.45 791 549 1828 69 130 
41 20.90 1968.68 645 255 1263 84 19 
153 
Table 6. 1-D 
Method 
sMMPDE4 
Fixed Mesh 
detonator problem: sMMPDE4 and fixed mesh method at t = 8.0s. 
NTS JAC NRES ETF CFN 
1050 984 2618 39 262 
865 697 1981 32 175 
879 807 2155 34 214 
877 781 2078 36 212 
741 585 1727 31 146 
1167 1182 2944 37 355 
1063 1073 2730 46 309 
1027 948 2517 65 257 
833 590 1938 69 143 
681 273 1338 87 23 
NPTS z/ T/ 
81 21.93 2003.64 
71 22.00 2017.43 
61 22.00 2023.08 
51 22.00 2037.93 
41 22.00 2021.83 
81 22.00 2279.32 
71 22.00 2262.17 
61 22.00 2231.67 
51 22.00 2246.81 
41 22.00 2391.88 
The  t ime taken  by the f lame front to arr ive at  the  end of the  delay e lement  is cal led the de lay  
t ime.  Therefore,  the  delay t ime of the  detonator  s tud ied here (shown in F igure  1) is about  8.0s. 
We note that  the  actua l  values of the  f lame posi t ion z /  at  t = 8.0s for the  fixed mesh method 
are s l ight ly less than  22 .00mm (the length  of the  delay e lement) ;  the  values of z f  recorded in 
Tab le  6 are correct  to two decimal  places. 
Note that  if (46) is not  satisf ied, then  a nonsmooth  grid will be generated  by equid is t r ibut ion.  
On subst i tu t ing  the  value of V(= 4) into inequal i ty  (46), we obta in  
0.8 < Zi+l  - z i  - -  < 1.25. 
z i - z i _  1 
The quant i ty  (Z~+l - z i ) / ( z~ - Z~- l )  is the  stepsize ratio. The  plots showing the  stepsize rat io 
as x ( -  z) var ies for sMMPDE4 (for t = 2.5s, 5.0s, and  7.5s) are shown in F igures  11 and 12 
below. F rom F igures  11 and  12 we note that  
• there  is a smooth  change in the  stepsize (when us ing sMMPDE4)  for all output  t imes, 
• the  max imum stepsize rat io  a t ta ined  is approx imate ly  1.25 and  the  min imum is 0.8: the  
quas iun i fo rmi ty  cond i t ion  (46) is satisfied, 
• as the  f lame approaches  the  explosive mixture ,  the  stepsize rat io  jus t  ahead of the  f lame 
front decreases, and  
• the  min imum stepsize rat io  is a t ta ined  around the f lame pos i t ion z/ .  
3.2 .  Computat iona l  D i f f i cu l t ies  Encountered  
Suppose  that  we have two consecut ive stepsizes hi = x~ - x i -1  and h~+l = x~+l - x~. If the  
stepsize var ies abrupt ly ,  for ins tance  if h i+ l  ~ 2hi,  then  there  will be loss of accuracy  in the  
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solution variables [27]. Since the spatial discretisation can affect the accuracy of the solution 
variables, we now explain why MMPDEs 4-7 fail when used to solve the detonator problem by 
considering the discretisation error of a centered finite-difference approximation to Tx (and Tx~). 
Suppose we choose the mesh points of the nonuniform mesh in accordance with the coordinate 
transformation: ~~ x. Then we define 
Zi±l  = x (~i  + A~) ,  
Ti = T (x (5) ,  t), (60) 
T~+I = T(z(~i ± A~),t) ,  
hi+l = xi+l - xi, and hi = xi - xi-1. 
Let T = T(x , t ) .  The function T is discretised at the point xi = x(~i), where the xi form a 
nonuniform mesh. 
Define a centered finite-difference approximation of Tx at the point x~ by Tz,  so that 
~= = T~+I - T~- I  
Xi+ l  - -  Xi - -1  " 
Expanding x(~±l)  in Taylor series about ~i yields 
1 2 1 x ,± I - - - -x i i xcA~+~x~¢A~ ±~x~¢~A~ 3+0(A~4). (61) 
By making use of (60) and (61), and expanding in Taylor series about (x(~), t~), we find that 
T i+ l -  T,-1 _ Q {OT 1 02T lx~A~203T ~ 
x~+l - x~-i  Xi+l - xi-1 ~x  + 2 x~A~2 ~ + 6 Ox 3 J + ""  ' (62) 
t .3 
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Figure 12. The detonator problem: Stepsize ratio at t = 2.5s, 5.0s, 7.5s, 8.0s with 
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l-i 
i 
i 
22 
where Q = 2x~A~ + (1//3) x~A~ 3 +. . - .  We then use 
1 3 Xi+l - xi-1 = 2x~A~ + ~x~¢¢A~ +. . -  
(from (61)) to simplify (62), giving 
T i  + 1 - T i _  1 
Xi+ 1 -- Xi_  1 
0'-11 1 I 02T 1 03T ~ 
- ax + 2 ~x¢¢/x~2 ~ + -3 z~a~ 0x3 J + 
OT 1 2 ~x~ 02T 1 03T 
= [ ox--z+  j + 
(63) 
Note that from (60) and (61), we have hi = hi+l (after dropping higher-order terms). According 
to [28], scheme (63) is second order if and only if 
x~ _ O(1) (64) 
and is independent of h. Condition (64) is called the quasi-equidistribution pri ciple [20]. In (63), 
the term x~/x~ multiplies the spatial derivative ~02T of the solution T, and hence, represents he 
amount of numerical diffusion [28]. Since numerical diffusion depends on the rate of change of 
the grid point spacing, attention must be paid to the ratio 
hi+l 
ri -- hi 
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Figure 14. The detonator problem: Stepsize ratio at t = 0.15s: sMMPDE4 and 
MMPDE6. 
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Figure 15. The detonator problem: Stepsize ratio at t = 2.5s, 5.0s, 7.5s with 
so that large changes in grid spacing between two adjacent intervals do not occur; otherwise 
significant runcation errors will be introduced. This phenomenon can even lead to the failure of 
the method being used. We note that 
h~+l - h i  = (x i+ l  - x~) - (x~ - X i _ l  ) = x~A~ 2 + 0 (A~4)  . (65) 
Now let us assume that in (65) A~ = 1, and that ri = 2 so that hi+l = 2h~. Then we have 
(from (61) and (65)) approximately 
x¢~ = 2x¢ - x~ = x~, 
so that (63) is second order if and only if 
1 
- -  = O(1)  (66) 
x~ 
and is independent of h. A moving mesh method tends to concentrate mesh points around regions 
of high solution gradients uch as steep flame fronts. Attention must be paid so that a certain 
minimum spacing is allowed especially around regions of high solution gradients, or else (66) 
implies that the rate of change of grid spacing would be too large [28]. We note that by using 
equations (61) and (65) we have 
hi+l = 1 + x~eA~2 
h~ x~A~ 
- - +  . . . .  + . . . .  l+h ,  \ ) +. . . .  
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Since 
h,+l _ x~A~ + (1/2) A~2x~ + O (A~ 3) (x~_~ 
n - h~ x~A~ - (1/2) A~2z~ + O (A~ 3) = 1 + h~ +. . . ,  ) 
equation (64) implies that the mesh should be so smooth that it will change gradually in space. 
Ideally, a smooth mesh can be obtained by making use of the smoothed monitor function (48). 
We note that  the general features discussed in the foregoing for centered finite-difference ap- 
proximations to T~ also apply to Tzz [27]. Therefore, the spatial discretisation of the detonator 
problem can have an effect on the accuracy of the solution if the stepsize does not change smoothly. 
On taking atol = 10 -4 and rtol = 10 -5 and using MMPDEs 4-7 to solve the one-dimensional 
detonator delay element problem, DASSL failed at t = 0.15 s because the Newton iteration failed 
to converge. Figures 13 and 14 show the values of the stepsize ratio ri as z varies (for sMMPDE4 
and MMPDE6) at t = 0.1 s and t = 0.15 s, respectively. From these figures we note the stepsize 
ratio when using sMMPDE4 decreases smoothly from approximately 1.1 until it reaches a constant 
value of approximately 1, while the stepsize ratio when using MMPDE6 changes abruptly from 
approximately 1.1 until it reaches a maximum value of approximately 3.8 for Figure 13 and 5.2 for 
Figure 14. On taking atol = 10 -2 and rtol = i0 -a, MMPDE6 managed to integrate from t = 0.0 s 
to t = 8.0 s giving very inaccurate results (even to graphical accuracy). (MMPDE4, MMPDE5. 
and MMPDE7 could not integrate beyond t = 0.15s.) In order to account for the failure of 
MMPDE6, we present a plot in Figure 15 showing the stepsize ratio as z varies (for t = 2.5 s. 
5.0 s, and 7.5 s). From Figure 15, we note that 
• the stepsize ratio near the flame position z/ (when using MMPDE6) changes abruptly 
until it reaches a maximum value of approximately 6.8, 6.2, and 3.0 at t = 2.5 s, t = 5.0 s. 
and t = 7.5 s, respectively; the quasiuniformity condition (46) is not satisfied, 
• the stepsize ratio behind the flame front maintains an approximate value of 1 for all times. 
and 
• the minimum stepsize ratio is attained around the flame region. 
4. MODIF ICAT IONS TO COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 
Scaling the  prob lem 
Since T and m have different scales, that  is, 0 _< m _< 1 and To < T < To + Afad, we modify 
the computat ional  scheme by introducing a dimensionless temperature 0 = (T - To)/ATad such 
that0<0<l .  
On substitut ing into the modified detonator problem (14), we obtain 
020 Om 
00 _ DpATad (67) 
Ot Oz 2 Ot 
am --_ _R(O)m2/3 and where 
{ oexp( >)  orO> 
R(O) = Rg{ATadO 4- To ' - 
O, for 0 < - -  
T*  - T O 
ATad ' 
T* - To 
The initial conditions become m = 1 and 0 = 0 at t -- 0, while the boundary conditions are now 
given by 
1300 - To for 0 < t < 150 ms, 
ATad ' 
0(0, t) = 800 - To for 150 < t < 300 ms, 
ATad ' 
ATad 
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oo(o,t) ----g7-- = 0 for t > 300 ms and aa(L,t) = 0. 
- -  0z  
With this change of variable, methods MMPDE4, MMPDE4, MMPDE5, and MMPDE6 solve 
the delay element problem successfully with ~- = 0.9 and r = 10 -2 and taking the monitor 
function to be 
i ( x , t )= l + \ox]  + 
(instead of (57)). Using these methods with T = 10 -2 is more efficient han using T = 0.9. The 
results we have obtained using these MMPDEs are given in [29]. Although sMMPDE4, MMPDE4, 
MMPDE5, and MMPDE6 give results that are comparable with the results we obtained in 
Section 3 (using sMMPDE4), sMMPDE4 still gives the most accurate results for the modified 
problem. We also note that using sMMPDE4 to solve (67) is more efficient han using the same 
method to solve (14), in terms of the number of Jacobian and residual evaluations, and the 
number of time steps taken. 
Choice  of  mon i to r  funct ion  
In the detonator problem, as z increases, the scale of the progress parameter m is much less 
than the scale of the temperature T. This prompts us to replace the monitor function (57) by 
M = l + l O--~z z . (68) 
With this monitor function, we can solve detonator problem (14) successfully using sMMPDE4, 
MMPDE4, MMPDE5, and MMPDE6. The results obtained with ~- = 0.9 and r = 10 -2 are given 
in [29]. We note that, for both ~- = 0.9 and r = 10 -2, sMMPDE4 gives the most accurate values 
of the flame temperature. We also note that the values of the flame position for sMMPDE4, 
MMPDE4, MMPDE5, and MMPDE6 agree with the reference solution. However, using these 
methods with T = 10 -2  is more efficient han using T = 0.9. Moreover, using sMMPDE4 with 
either ~- = 0.9 or T = 10 -2 and the monitor function (68) to solve (14) is more efficient than 
using the same method with the monitor function (57) and ~- = 0.9. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we described the problem of a flame propagating in a detonator delay ele- 
ment and its general mathematical model. We considered moving mesh methods, based on the 
equidistribution principle, for solving the one-dimensional detonator problem. A brief discussion 
of both temporal and spatial smoothing was also given. We then presented numerical results 
and discussion of the results for both a fixed mesh and some moving mesh methods. We solved 
the one-dimensional detonator problem successfully after fine tuning some of the parameters in
DASSL. The smoothed moving mesh method, namely sMMPDE4, worked exceptionally well, 
giving the expected results, whereas the other (unsmoothed) moving mesh methods either failed 
to integrate beyond t = 0.15s, or gave very inaccurate results. We discussed the reasons why 
the unsmoothed methods failed to solve the one-dimensional detonator problem, presenting some 
graphs which indicate the cause of the failure of the unsmoothed methods. 
In order to overcome the computational difficulties we modified the on~e-dimensional detonator 
problem by scaling the temperature variable. This modification made it possible for MMPDE4, 
MMPDE5, and MMPDE6 to solve the problem successfully. However, the results obtained using 
these methods are less accurate than the results obtained using sMMPDE4 (with the scaled 
problem). We also observed that using sMMPDE4 to solve the scaled problem is more efficient 
(in terms of residual and Jacobian evaluations, and the number of time steps taken) than using it 
to solve the original problem, sMMPDE4, MMPDE4, MMPDE5, and MMPDE6 also work well 
when the monitor function is modified, as described in Section 4. 
The application of moving mesh methods to the two-dimensional model of the detonator prob- 
lem is the subject of current research. 
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APPENDIX  
TABLE OF PHYS ICAL  CONSTANTS 
Physical Constant Symbol Value 
Thermal diffusivity of the explosive D~ 
Thermal diffusivity of the pyrotechnic Dp 
Thermal diffusivity of aluminum wall D,~ 
Thermal conductivity of the explosive ke 
Thermal conductivity of aluminum wall kp 
Thermal conductivity of the pyrotechnic kw 
Density of the aluminum wall Pw 
Specific heat of the aluminum wall e~ 
Activation energy E 
Gas constant R 9 
Pre-exponential f ctor R0 
Adiabatic temperature ise iTad 
Length of the delay column L 
1.4x 10-7m2s -1 
2.4× 10-7 m2 s -1 
8.4× 10-5 m2 s -1 
0.6Win-1 K-1 
0.3 Win-1 K-1 
204 Wm- 1 K-1 
2707 kgm- 1 
896 Jkg- 1 K -  1 
20700 Jmol- 1 
8.314 Jmol- ~ K-1 
92.5s -1 
1667 K 
22 mm 
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